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“Eu ouço as vozes

eu vejo as cores

eu sinto os passos

de outro Brasil que vem aì.”1

Gilberto Freyre2

“Brazil Brazils” was the official title of the year of Brazil

in France in 2005, summing up the multiple realities of

this country that is more than 500 years old. The politi-

cal renewal, the demographic conditions, the formida-

ble potential in terms of raw materials, but also techno-

logical innovation and the character itself of the

Brazilian culture are all key elements to sustainable ins-

tallation in this country.

Brazil experienced record growth of 9% during the first

part of 2010. An estimated 2 million jobs are created

each year. Nonetheless, European managers still have

a stereotypical view of Brazil based on an imagination

fueled by “bossa nova and samba” and on the econo-

mic reality of 20 years ago. Today, it’s necessary to

move beyond this image in order to understand and

apprehend the Brazil of tomorrow.

1 I hear the voices, I see the colors, I feel the paces of another Brazil
that is coming.

2 Gilberto Freyre, Brazilian poet and writer, “Outro Brasil que vem aì”
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The Brazil of the 80’s and 90’s, source
of all the European stereotypes 

Twenty years ago, Brazil was confronted with hyperin-

flation of 1,000% per year, the currencies were follo-

wing each other at the rhythm of the Carnival, econo-

mic protectionism was combined with prohibitive cus-

toms tariffs and the government was only a weak

representation of a democracy. The elite class and the

young people of this era only dreamed of leaving for

the “primeiro mundo”3.

The product offering for the consumer was essentially

national and limited in variety. The most symbolic

image of this period was the selection of automobiles

that were rather old-fashioned, and reminded one of

the 1970’s in Europe. The “Fusca” (Beetle from

Volkswagen), a car that symbolized the expansion of

the 60’s, was even relaunched at the beginning of the

90’s after several years of discontinued production.

Protectionism was in full swing and competition was

limited. It took several years to get a telephone line,

which could be resold at very high prices between pri-

vate citizens to obtain faster access to the network

(more than US$2,000, for a monthly base salary, at the

time, of US$100). 

3 The developed world
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Respectability of the political world was seriously jeo-

pardized by the actions and image of the Presidents of

this era. The first President elected by direct universal

suffrage since the end of the dictatorship in 1990 was

corrupt to the point of being deposed by the

Parliament. During his time in office, he succeeded in

blocking all savings in individual accounts for more

than a year which, in a situation of hyperinflation,

amounted to a pure and simple hold-up.  He did, howe-

ver, manage to warn his friends and family the day

before about the passing of the decree, thereby allo-

wing them to send their money abroad. 

Each day, the poor became poorer in the truest sense

of the word. How is it effectively possible to live with

annual inflation of 1,000%? As soon as you receive your

bi-monthly salary, you must either immediately buy

your “feijao”4, or buy 20% less of it a week later. This

resulted in a waltz of currencies: cruzeiro, novo cru-

zeiro, cruzado, novo cruzado…, as well as the creativity

of the Brazilian speculative and banking tool. This

mechanism allowed the middle class to let its money

grow overnight by depositing it the day before, and

withdrawing it again the next day. Paradoxically, it was

this need for reactivity and short-term speculation that

created one of the premier and best-performing banking

systems in the world, notably in terms of technology. 

4 Black bean base of the Bresilian diet
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During this period, the elite class and the youth drea-

med of Europe or America and lived amidst a syndrome

of “no future”.  

The European image of Brazil could be summed up in

the three words: Beach-Football-Samba. In the busi-

ness world, Brazil was often likened to a simple sup-

plier of raw materials, with low labor costs and where

corruption, the so-called “jeitinho”, was regarded as an

unavoidable plague. The statement of General de

Gaulle during an official visit, “Brazil is not a reliable

country”, often resonated in the minds of foreign busi-

ness men and women with regard to this country. 

But this snapshot of Brazil, created in the European

imagination more than 20 years ago, certainly realistic

in many ways at the time and developed at the end of

the dictatorial years and during the first steps forward

into democracy, must be considered in view of recent

changes to apprehend the formidable promise of cur-

rent expansion.

Political and demographic conditions,
catalysts for change

It was a political event that created the conditions for

this lasting economic expansion. The year of 2003,

which witnessed the political changeover between

Presidents Fernando Henrique Cardoso and Lula, sym-

bolically marked the entry of Brazil into democratic



maturity. This favored the economic continuity of the

Real plan5 and the increasing wealth of the population,

50% of whom currently represent the emerging middle

class. Because beyond the success of Brazilian busi-

nesses, it’s the increasing size of this middle class

that’s reinforcing the strength of Brazil by providing a

more solvent internal market. More than 50 million

additional people have opened bank accounts over the

last eight years, which, for a country of 200 million

residents, constitutes a spectacular surge. 

In general, the current demographic bonus of Brazil in

the 20-40 age group has provided it with a reservoir in

the labor force that is comparable to that of South

Korea at the beginning of its years of economic growth.

The next 20 years will bring the rise in power of a pro-

ductive labor force along with a decrease in the birth

rate and a low proportion of retired citizens.

However, several factors bridle this boom. The com-

plexity of the tax system involving several levels, bet-

ween the federation, the municipalities and the states,

requires the skills of sharp accountants and legal

experts. The employment laws and the amount of

charges for welfare protection, insurance and retire-

ment make it a country that is structurally expensive. 

5 Monetary plan and economic recovery plan launched at the begin-
ning of the 1990’s by Fernando Henrique Cardoso, Minister of
Finance and then President of the Republic
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Another obstacle, residing in the fact that each of the

26 states of the Brazilian Federation has its own skills

and decision-makers in several industrial sectors (tele-

communications, electrical or water distribution net-

works), makes the commercial approach difficult.

Lastly, education and security remain the two biggest

challenges for this new Brazil. 

But, beyond these difficulties, the competitive advan-

tages of Brazil, which are both traditional (raw mate-

rials) and emerging (technological innovation), form,

under the right political and demographic conditions,

the foundation for the current expansion.

Brazil, the Eldorado of raw materials 

The forest, from which Brazil takes its name, holds the

top position, with exploitation of the Amazon

Rainforest in particular. It’s necessary here to point out

the innovative work of Ibama, an organization that

monitors the environmental politics of a country the

size of Europe. Yet there is a stain on the image of this

industry due to the deforestation associated with the

cultivation of soy and the intensive breeding of cattle.

Next come the mineral resources, from the gold fever

of Ouro Preto to the success of Vale, one of the top glo-

bal actors in the mining sector, and also a champion in

complex logistical solutions for transporting minerals

from the interior of the country to the ocean.



Hydraulic energy also, which provides 80% of the coun-

try’s electrical energy and makes Brazil one of the clea-

nest countries in terms of electricity production. The

European champions are not mistaken: GDF Suez, for

example, has made Brazil a priority market for energy

production.

On top, Petroleum should transform Brazil into a large

producing and exporting country. The most typical

European example of success in this sector is Vallourec,

one of the global leaders in manufacturing seamless

steel tubes, for which Brazil represents the most impor-

tant country in terms of labor force. Vallourec in Brazil

gives an example of vertical integration that few coun-

tries in the world could sustain, from the mine and the

Eucalyptus forest providing the iron and charcoal

necessary for the steel mill to produce the billets of

steel, to the transformation into seamless steel tubes

to support the formidable technological challenge of

exploration at ocean depths of more than 4,000

meters.   

And lastly, agriculture, highly mechanized, production-

oriented, resulting in a kilo of meat that costs 20 times

less for a Brazilian consumer than for a European

consumer.

Brazil has become one of the farms of the world, but

also an energy reservoir that combines both renewable

energies and fossil fuels. 
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Independence and innovation 

In certain sectors, Brazil possesses some of the most

modern production facilities in the world. In particular,

the automobile and steel sectors have extremely high

levels of automation. In this country, European cham-

pions like ArcelorMittal or Renault and Peugeot possess

veritable technological showcases, even if the machine

tools and robots are often imported from Europe or Asia.

Similarly, Vivo, one of the principal mobile operators in

Brazil, is growing annually at the rate of expansion of

the mobile business of one of its principal shareholders,

Portugal Telecom. But the technologies used in the net-

work and the terminals come from abroad.  

Does Brazil have the capacity to take responsibility for

itself in terms of technology and innovation to ensure

its independence, and with what partners?

Embraer is, without question, the emblem of technolo-

gical success in Brazil. Embraer is a story that has been

in the making for more than 40 years, developed

around a center of competitiveness and excellence in

Sao Jose dos Campos, where the aeronautics skills

necessary for success have been concentrated. Starting

from a model of military airplane, today this company

builds civilian aircrafts holding up to 120 passengers.

In the near future, it could develop the capacity to

build planes carrying up to 150 passengers, thereby

competing directly with the Airbus A320.
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Affirming one’s Brazilianity6

The view that Europeans hold of the country and their

manner of behaving in business relationships with

Brazilians must henceforth evolve. Several cultural

aspects should be taken into account without being

viewed through a European or American prism, but

rather by developing a good understanding of the ori-

ginality of the Brazilian culture.

One often speaks about the Brazilian culture as a Latin

culture more similar in mentality to the Southern

Europeans, like the Spaniards and Italians. But all

Europeans are confronted with the same problem: the

Brazilian culture is less binary than the European culture,

notably in work relationships. One must never take what

is said literally and interpret it as black or white. For

example, a newcomer will be surprised by the warm wel-

come that he receives, but also surprised by the lack of

definitive follow-up after these initial contacts.

Combined with this manner of behaving, personal rela-

tionships are very important in building customer

loyalty. The element of trust plays an even more essen-

tial role than in Europe. An oral commitment carries a

value that is not usually formalized in writing during

the initial business dealings, even if, of course, in the

end the business takes on a contractual nature. 

6 Character specific to Brazil
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The majority of high-level Brazilian managers speak

English. However, there will always be a fear of not

capturing all of the subtleties in a conversation in

English. That’s why it is essential to speak Portuguese,

thereby establishing both the trust and the emotional

bond that are necessary in business in Brazil. 

The European companies and managers who will suc-

ceed in the future in Brazil must accompany this coun-

try in its new paradigm, and affirm their Brazilianity. A

French manager from a large group traded on the CAC

40 understood this well. After several years spent in

Brazil, he obtained the Brazilian nationality and his bio-

graphy always starts with the affirmation that he

belongs to both France and Brazil. Several groups tra-

ded on the CAC 40 have also integrated this, and have

Brazilians as members of their Executive Committees.

But, in the end, Brazil remains, among the “BRIC’s”,

the only one that is deeply western, rooted in our

transatlantic culture. The proximity between Brazil and

the Occident should strengthen the economic ties by

limiting the Asian influence. We are seeing China

invest heavily in Brazil, particularly in raw materials. In

the harsh confrontation taking place in the XXIst cen-

tury between a conquering Asia and a hesitant

“Euramerica”, Brazil has arrived on the scene to resolu-

tely put its energy, resources and new skills to the ser-

vice of global balance. The humble Portuguese navig-
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ator Pedro Alves Cabral, in discovering Brazil in 1500,

probably had no idea that he was balancing the global

chessboard of the XXIst century. 

Laurent Saint Martin 
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“ Space gives man courage and
confidence; where there is
space, there is the future. ”

(Stefan ZWEIG)
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